Guess What Answers
guess what it says? rebus puzzles - scholastic - guess what it says? answers 1. “one thing after another”
2. “broken heart or heart broken” 3. “but on second thought” 4. “last but not least” 5. “one in a million” 6.
“fooling around” 7. “history repeats itself” 8. “musically inclined” 9. “the beginning of the end” 10. “scatter
brain” 11. “line up in ... guess what it says? brain teasers - scholastic - guess what it says? answers 1. 50
s in the u.s. = 50 states in the united states 2. 12 e in a d = 12 eggs in a dozen 3. 36 i in a y = 36 inches in a
yard 4. 12 i in a f = 12 inches in a foot 5. 2,000 p in a t = 2,000 pounds in a ton 6. 52 c in a d = 52 cards in a
deck 7. 16 o in a p = 16 ounces in a pound 8. 9 p in the ss = 9 planets in the ... guess the imaged items
contest, answer key - asrt - guess the imaged items contest, answer key: image 1 the correct answers are:
1. circle mammo marker (for moles) 2. triangle mammo marker (for lumps) 3. breast model 4. tongue
depressor 5. blood pressure cuff/sphygmomanometer 6. 8. lcontainer of caviwipes 7. 9. bcontainer of mints 8.
bottle of gastroview (contrast for x-ray) 9. guess the band answers - kids.jdrf - guess the band answers
2005 chevy malibu repair manual free download, ccie routing lab workbook, integumentary system worksheet
chapter 6 answers, nims 700 answers 2012, holt geometry problem solving inscribed angles answers, bp lathi
signal processing and linear systems solutions manual, c15 show all necessary work. be neat and
organized. good luck. - random guess? answer: p(correct guess) = 0.5 e. on a multiple-choice test with five
possible answers for each question, what is the probability of answering a question correctly if you make a
random guess? answer: p(correct guess) = 5 1 = 0.2 3. baseball player mark mcgwire broke a record when he
hit 70 home runs in the 1998 season. during guess the word - teach-this - guess the word student a a. ask
student b questions to help him/her guess the words in the box, e.g. 'what colour is the sky?' (blue) when
student b says the correct word, put a tick next to the word. if student b cannot guess the word after a few
questions, put a cross. you have five minutes to ask your questions. disney movie trivia questions and
answers - 5. patrick stewart has said that turning down this disney character is the greatest regret of his film
career. jafar patrick stewart turned down several disney offers due to scheduling conflicts with star trek: the
next generation a chocolate trivia quiz - partycurrent - a chocolate trivia quiz got chocolate trivia on the
brain? love chocolate so much, itʼs in your heart and soul? this chocolate trivia quiz has been written for the
chocolate fanatic in mind. even if youʼre only half a chocolate lover, thatʼs okay. by the time youʼre done with
these mouthwatering questions, you might ﬁnd
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